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The parish of Sixpenny Handley in north-east Dorset shares its northern boundary with the 

modern Wiltshire parishes of Berwick St John, Ebbesborne Wake and Bower Chalke, a 

section of the county boundary which has for some hundreds of years been known as the 

‘Shire Rack’. There are several explanations for the second element in this name – it is 

usually taken as meaning a hollow path or a mountain track (Bosworth and Toller 1898, 

025440), and a public footpath still runs along the whole of this length. But alternatively it 

could be a corruption of ‘Shire Oak’ – large trees were often used as landmarks in Anglo-

Saxon charters.  

In AD 956 King Eadwig granted certain lands in Dorset and Wiltshire to Shaftesbury Abbey, 

the Benedictine nunnery said to have been founded by King Alfred in AD 888 (Sawyer 1968, 

S 630). The Dorset estates were areas now known as Sixpenny Handley, Compton Abbas and 

Iwerne Minster, but at that date they were in two distinct (and geographically separated) 

hundreds called ‘Heanlege’ and ‘Sexpena’. Compton and Iwerne were part of the latter 

hundred. The two hundreds appear to have become united around the fourteenth century as 

‘Sexpenne et Henle’. Until recent times the village and parish continued to be called Handley, 

or some times Handley St Mary, and the addition of Sixpenny to its name is relatively 

modern.  

In the 870s a charter of Alfred had granted similar lands in Dorset and Wiltshire to the 

‘church at Shaftesbury’ (Sawyer 1968, S 357) and there are earlier charters which suggest that 

a minster church may have existed there as early as the seventh century, the properties of 

which are likely to have descended to the abbey. The 956 charter would appear to be a 

confirmation of these earlier grants.  

Eadwig’s charter is in the usual format adopted by Anglo-Saxon charters of the tenth century, 

with the preamble or proem in Latin, the corpus of the grant written in the vernacular with a 

perambulation of each estate noting a series of boundary landmarks, and finally the eschatocol 

in Latin with a few formulaic clauses and the identity of the witnesses to the grant. The earlier 

charters which include the Handley estate lack the list of boundary marks which are present in 

the 956 charter, and which assist us in identifying the course of the estate boundary in the 



landscape of today, and comparing it with the existing boundaries of Sixpenny Handley and 

in particular the county border between Dorset and Wiltshire. But we are fortunate that on the 

Wiltshire side of the boundary a charter survives whereby in the previous year King Eadwig 

granted the large estate of Chalke to Wilton Abbey (Sawyer 1968, S 582). Once again this 

955 charter contains a list of boundary marks, enabling us to make comparisons with the 

Handley landmarks, and in fact to supplement them and to confirm the course of the county 

boundary with more confidence.  

The survey and perambulation of Handley in 956 starts at a point on the north-east corner, 

where the road between Handley and Bower Chalke in Wiltshire crosses the Shire Rack 

(Fig. 1). This first point is described as arest on litlen ac lee estward (first to little oak lea 

eastward), and Oakley Farm and Oakley Down are still to be found on the east side of 

Sixpenny Handley. ‘Okeley’ also appears near this area on a 1618 map of Cranborne Chase 

(Aldwell 1618). Since the survey then continues clockwise the landmarks which immediately 

follow are not adjacent to the county boundary, and will not be considered further in this 

paper, although it should be noted that their positions have been identified with some 

certainty as coincident with the present parish boundaries of Sixpenny Handley (Grundy 

1936; Barker 2009).  

In due course the perambulation continues þanen on ac hylle on tilluches lege (thence to oak 

hill to Tilluch’s lea), joining the Shire Rack again at the north-west corner of the parish, 

coming from the south. The Chalke charter also has tilluces leage as one of its landmarks. The 

name Tilluc(h) does not appear to be recorded elsewhere. The track which leads north away 

from the Shire Rack at this point is today still known as Tinkley Bottom, and Tinkley 

Cottages, Tinkley Coppice, Tinkley Down, Tinkley Oak and Tinkley Ash are all to be found 

nearby; ‘Tinckley’ was the spelling favoured by the 1618 map. Nevertheless it is no longer 

possible to be precise as to the landmark intended by the charter, since although the Handley 

boundary turns abruptly north-east it does not meet the present county boundary immediately, 

but at National Grid ST954169, after the Shire Rack has undergone two changes of direction, 

crossing the B3081 road between Farnham (Dorset) and Tollard Royal (Wiltshire), and then 

running between Farnham and Berwick St John (Wiltshire) for a very few metres. Probable 

changes to the B3081 and the presence of a modern pond have left the county boundary here 

marked as ‘Def.’ (defaced) on Ordnance Survey (O.S.) maps, and a bench mark shown near 

the roadside on O.S. 6 inch and 25 inch can no longer be located (Ordnance Survey 1884 and 

1887). Similarly neither a ‘Stone’ nor an ‘Ash’ which maps placed at the spot where the Shire 

Rack reached Handley has been observed recently.  



After a few metres where the boundary was marked F.F. (face of fence) the Shire Rack passes 

through a gate onto open downland, described on the Sixpenny Handley Tithe Award Map of 

1841 as Great Minchington Down (DRO 1841). Nineteenth-century maps marked the 

boundary from here as ‘5 ft. F.B.’ (from foot of bank). This is curious, since today there is 

neither fence, nor bank, nor track to indicate the course of the boundary until it reaches 

Ferney Way, at a spot height of 126.8 m (416 ft). Present day O.S. maps show most of this 

length of the boundary as defaced, with a small section marked as ‘1.52 m F.B.’ (i.e. 5 ft from 

foot of bank), yet with no bank visible. Generally here Dorset occupies higher ground than 

Wiltshire, but the Shire Rack does not follow any ridge or scarp, just crosses what in 1841 

was 75 ac 28 p (30.63 ha) of open downland, under single ownership and tenancy. One 

possibility is that the area might have come under cultivation at some point, perhaps under 

wartime conditions.  

Travelling roughly north-east, the next landmark in the 956 charter is þanen on biken settle, or 

bikan setle in the Chalke charter. There is no obvious candidate for Bica’s seat or dwelling for 

about 2.5 km after Tilluch’s lea. It could be that the boundary was already by this date clearly 

identifiable and with no feature worthy of note along this length; certainly the landmarks are 

sparse along the Shire Rack in the Handley charter. From Ferney Way to Little Cartway 

Coppice the track today lies entirely in woodland or coppiced areas, but on the 1841 Tithe 

Map the track on the Dorset side was marked, unusually, as an individual parcel of land, with 

a separately allocated number and acreage, and named as ‘Riding Way’. Writing some years 

earlier William Chafin, who had been a ranger of Cranborne Chase, confirmed that ‘there is a 

horse path called the Shire Rack which divides the two counties’ (Chafin 1818). For some 

reason the Shire Rack is no longer a bridleway at any point: merely a public footpath. The 

ground rises gently along this section, with a rather insignificant bank on the west side 

showing some signs of former hazel coppicing; O.S. maps mark the boundary as ‘5 ft.  F.B.’ 

on the Dorset side. 

At Little Cartway Coppice the boundary has a distinctive salient towards the east, going round 

a late nineteenth-century kitchen garden belonging to Rushmore House (now Sandroyd 

School) which lies c.600 m to the north-west. The rectangular garden is enclosed by red-brick 

walls, with corner towers, two gateways, a lodge, summerhouses in the form of temples and a 

detached stable range. The whole has a Grade II listing. The 1841 Tithe Map excludes the 

area, showing it in Wiltshire in the parish of Berwick St John, and Aldwell’s map of 1618 

also shows its existence quite clearly, applying the name Little Cartway to the whole area 

later occupied by the garden. Much of this length of the boundary is no longer a track 



contained within woodland, but runs along the edge of Rushmore Park golf course. O.S. maps 

surveyed in 1884 continue to mark the boundary along this section as ‘5 ft. F.B.’ on the 

Dorset side. They also show two interesting names: Cartway Gate at about ST960179 to 

which point several tracks across Woodcutts Common converged, and Rack Gate at 

ST959181 where a single track converged with the boundary. Whether or not these are old 

names has not yet been established. Where Rack Gate marked the end of the salient the Shire 

Rack continues on the same alignment as before its diversion, so there must be a suspicion 

that this prominent detour arose, for whatever reason, some time after the tenth century. 

The county boundary continues across the golf course, but was marked ‘F.F.’, although the 

extensive landscaping of what was previously Woodcutts Common must have destroyed most 

of the previous surface features of the area, which was once crossed by many tracks and 

paths, some of them of considerable local significance. This section is more or less level, 

reaching a maximum height of 157.86 m (517.9 ft) before descending slightly to a bench mark 

of 147.55 m (484.1 ft) at the property now known as ‘Badger’s Glory’, although unnamed on 

the nineteenth-century maps. Since the 956 charter landmark of Bica’s seat/dwelling is 

unlikely to be east of this position, for reasons given later, it may well have been located here, 

at an important crossing point for a number of old tracks, one of them being designated as a 

road to Shaftesbury on the 1841 Tithe Map. The identity of Bica is an unknown, but in the 

reign of Cynewulf two grants of land in Wiltshire are extant to persons of that name, although 

not in this vicinity.  

Around Badger’s Glory the county boundary made several minor changes of direction, being 

marked ‘F.W.’ (face of wall), then ‘F.F.’ again, before continuing in a generally easterly 

direction as ‘5 ft. F.B.’. The Shire Rack leaves the area of the golf course, and once more 

enters areas of woodland and coppice, which continue until it again reaches the north-east 

corner of Handley at Oakley. In Great Shaftesbury Coppice, at SJ976192, the Wiltshire parish 

to the north changes from Berwick St John to Ebbesborne Wake, when the change of 

meresmen coincides with a change in the line of the boundary from ‘5 ft. F.B.’to ‘4 ft. R.H.’ 

(1.22 m from root of hedge). This new mereing continued until SJ986192, the site of a small 

building at Foxbury Lower Hedge, when it changed again to become ‘C.R.’ (centre of road) 

and then ‘C.F.P.’ (centre of footpath). There was then no further change of mereing until the 

north-east end of the Handley boundary. On the modern O.S. map this length has become 

‘C Tk’ (centre of track) and later ‘C P’ (centre of path), with a short stretch near Shermel 

Gate, where Bower Chalke replaces Ebbesborne Wake on the Wiltshire side, marked as 

defaced.  



In places a low wood bank is present but elsewhere it disappears. With regular changes to the 

adjacent compartments of wood or coppice, the clearing of understory, the erection of deer 

fencing, and the general management of this section by the Rushmore Estate, the condition of 

the boundary path or track is now such that the mereings barely reflect the reality on the 

ground, though the route of the Shire Rack is not in doubt. Along this length of about 5 km 

the 956 charter only identifies a single landmark: þanen on mealeburg norþewarde. This must 

refer to Mistlebury camp at ST996195, a scheduled monument presumed to date from the Iron 

Age, now thoroughly overgrown, extensively damaged by animal burrowing, and on the 

Heritage at Risk Register maintained by Historic England. Lying on the Dorset side of the 

boundary in Mistleberry Wood, it was apparently little more than a hectare in size, fortified by 

a single bank and ditch, and perhaps never completed. The name in the charter seems to be 

corrupt, and modern names are also variable, as shown in the previous two sentences; on the 

Aldwell map it appears as ‘Maplebery’. 

The map of 1618 covers a far wider area than this paper is concerned with, but it contains 

much detail, although no scale, and has been scrutinised to see if other features of the Shire 

Rack can be identified. Although many areas of woodland or coppice adjoining the boundary 

are named on the map, these rarely correspond to present-day names. The whole area has 

clearly been thoroughly managed for many centuries, and modern (and sometimes 

conspicuous) avenues and tracks which cross the county boundary considerably confuse the 

issue, since they are frequently on quite different alignments from those on earlier maps. The 

section of the boundary between the Rushmore Park golf course and the north-east corner of 

Sixpenny Handley has also been the subject of detailed inspection by the Dorset Flora Group, 

and the natural history aspects of the Shire Rack have been described, with some illustrations,  

in earlier issues of DNHAS Proceedings (Newbould 2008 and 2010) 

The 955 Chalke charter now proves valuable. Since in the usual way of Anglo-Saxon charters 

it perambulates in a clockwise direction, it describes the landmarks of the Shire Rack from 

east to west. Three of the landmarks correspond to three that appear in the 956 charter. The 

first is þanne to michelan byrg (then to the great fortification), which must be the equivalent 

of Mistlebury camp, although the description of it as large seems exaggerated. The other 

landmarks are of þan wege to bican setle and þonne andlang weges to tilluces leage, both of 

which are clearly the same as those in 956. The Chalke charter however inserts a further three 

landmarks between Mistlebury and Bica’s seat. Again from east to west these are: þonne to 

trogan (then to the trough), þonan to hlos hrycge (thence to pigsty ridge) and 7 swa to beorn-

hames wege (and so to Beornham’s way). 



Beorn may mean prince or chief, or there are many personal names beginning with Beorn; 

there is no further evidence for identifying it with any individual in the present context. But 

‘Beornhams Weg’ is known to be to the east of Badger’s Glory, being marked as such on 

large scale modern O.S. maps at ST967186. The other two landmarks are more a matter for 

speculation. Pigsty ridge might be thought a rather temporary landmark, but there is no 

shortage of these in other Anglo-Saxon charters; it could well be associated with some of the 

beech woods on the higher ground, where in the autumn swine could forage for beech mast, 

and where they might be housed temporarily in some kind of sty or enclosure, perhaps around 

ST983192. It is then necessary to place the ‘trough’, presumably the name of a valley, 

somewhere between Pigsty Ridge and Mistleberry.  

As a candidate Shermel Gate at ST989192 is down in a hollow or deep narrow valley, and the 

important focus of a number of tracks. On the Aldwell 1618 map it appears as ‘Shire mill 

gate’, but an earlier form was ‘Sciremal gate’ ie the shire gate with a crucifix, the Anglo-

Saxon ‘mal’ or ‘mael’meaning a cross or crucifix (Bosworth and Toller 1898, 022137), and 

there are other examples of great abbey estates marking their boundaries by erecting sacred 

emblems at important points. Grundy has also pointed out that north-west of Shermel the 

track (which is still a byway open to all traffic) climbs steadily to Trow Down, and the whole 

valley may well have been known as the Trough, possibly also influencing the naming of 

Drow Coppice, on the Dorset side of the boundary, a little to the west of Shermel (Grundy 

1920). 

The identification of a number of the landmarks in the 955 and 956 charters, combined with 

the continuing existence until the present day of a well-defined public right of way along the 

northern boundary of Sixpenny Handley, gives sufficient confidence to enable a clear 

statement that here the Shire Rack corresponds, after more than 1000 years, to the county 

boundary between Dorset and Wiltshire. 
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Figure 1:Map of the Shire Rack between Sixpenny Handley and Wiltshire. The boundary 
landmarks are taken from Anglo-Saxon charters dated AD 955 and 956. 
 

[see Hoddinott Fig 1.jpg] 


